THE TEACHERS
All teachers participating in the event are Experienced Circus
artists and acrobats, driven by the passion for Flying and ready
to share, guide, play and experiment together with you.

#1

GRAND VOLANT
Trajectory

Company
Volem Volar!

Luis Fernando Moura Goes

Luis studied at the "Picadeiro Circo Escola "( Sao Paulo , Brazil) for five years, and at the "Oz
Academia Aerea de Circo" ( Sao Paulo , Brazil) for two years. In 2005 he joined the Circo
Internacional de Montecarlo as a Grand Volant acrobat. In 2010 he worked with "Circ Cric" at
the Circo Price de Madrid (teeter board, Grand Volant, Juggling) with whom he performed at
the Festival Internacional de Albacete (2015)
Marta Millan Martinez

Marta was originally trained as a Gymnast. She studied for 9 years at the Club Esportiu La Salle
de Gracia and took part to the Catalonian and Spanish Championships with Maria Jose Guirao.
She also was trained in trampoline technique by Tito ( INEF Bcn). Before bringing “Volem Volar”
to life, she worked in Mexico with the company "Cia Circo sin Rumbo" ( 2013 - 2015)

Vision

We are a group of young circus artists based in Barcelona who share the same dream and ideology of life - which is doing what we love: The trapeze Gran Volant, travelling, performing
and teaching. Volem Volar gives us the possibility to Fly without wings.
We are striving to achieve the most beautiful, aesthetic and impossible jump, for those who
believe in the impossible while keeping their eyes wide open.

Professors

Grand Volant Course

Marta Millan Martinez

We want to offer an extraordinary tool for overcoming fear, learning to
trust ones’ self and one another, and to improve coordination and body
control high above the ground.
Trapeze Gran Volant is for everyone.
It doesn’t matter if is the first time you try this discipline, or if you’ve done
itbefore. Our Classes are open to all levels. The only important thing is
that you are motivated to learn a new technique, to learn how to believe
much more in yourself and to work in a group.

Joe Ferndando Moura

Everybody Can Fly!
You are ALL very Welcome!

#2

PETIT VOLANT

Collective

Trajectory
Flying Pikmis is a circus collective specialized in petit volant.

Flying Pikmis

Its members have a long history in contemporary circus with the company “The flying Tiritas”,
“The flying dudes”, Cirque theater “Oncore”, “silosenomecuelgo” company, “Voël” company,
Circus of Madrugada, etc.

Vision

They are two apparently very different people who become complementary by diving
into the search for a common creative and acrobatic path, with the Russian Cradle as
the protagonist.

Professors

Petit Volant Course

Jordi Montmany

Initiation
They will learn the timing of flight and departure from the platform, half
turn and return to the platform, inversions, knee-hang, the timing of
departure and arrival to the mattress.
Intermediate
The timing of departure, flight and arrival to the mattress. Half turns and
returns to platform. Different passages to the catcher, falls to the mattress.

Marta Erra

Advanced
Departure from platform, flight and arrival to the mattress. Half turns and
returns to platform. Passages to catcher with return, cascades and research.

#3

RUSSIAN CRADLE
Trajectory

Company

Deborah Cobos Triano ( Debi ) and Jordi Serra i Baleri both have a large
experience with performing in many different Circus Companies and
Circus productions Grinyols from Circ Cric, Violeta from the collective La
Persiana, Invisibles, Póesia from cià OnCore, Shake Shake Shake from
Pakipaya . Have been formed in the tecnique of Rusian cradle from Yuri
Sakalov and Joan Ramon Graell.

Company Voël

Vision
They are two apparently very different people, who come to be complementary and
dive into the search of a common creative and acrobatic path, with the Russian
Cradle as the protagonist.

Professors

Russian Cradle Course

Deborah Cobos Triano

Above all, we will work on the technical base :
Body position of the flyer and base to perform simple flights. Variations on
departures and returns to the platform, from the catcher and the platform.
The figures will include acrobatic throws and progressions (depending on
the level and acrobatic development).

We adapt to the level of the students:

Jordi Serra i Baleri

Though it is necessary that the student be in good physical shape, and
have some previous experience with body training or Circus acrobatic
training. It helps to have experience in hand to hand, although it is not
essential.

#4

SWINGING TRAPEZE

Company

Trajectory
Trained by Yuri Sakalov, she graduates in 2009 from ESAC in Bruxelles
specializing in Swinging trapeze. After participating in Circus Monti in
2010, she co-creates “the Lady Cocktail Company “ with two fellow trapeze
swingers. The company is highly successful and has been working together
for 7 years on various outdoor productions. Lola began teaching swinging
trapeze in the last few years, and has discovered an interest and passion
for this work, as it has lead her to improve her own technical path.

Lady Cocktail

Vision
I have the strong conviction that to work well it is essential to
acquire solid bases.

Professor

Swinging trapeze Course

Lola Ruiz

The stronger the bases are, the easier it is for the flyer to adapt to different
lengths, and to progress technically . At the beginning it is not so playful
because the base work is very precise and technical, but it is necessary in
order to feel free on the trapeze later on.

#5

CLOUDSWING

Project

Trajectory
After 11 years of Gymnastics, she graduated at ACaPA (Holland) in 2011,
specializing in Cloudswing (Yuri Sakalov & Noe Robert) and dance acro.
She has worked with different Circus companies like “Le Cirque du Platzak”
(2011-2016), “Cirque de Loin” (2017), “Les Triplettes” (2012- 2015), collaborated
with “No fit State Circus”, “Side Kunst Circus” and “Circo Paniko”, and has taken
part in two projects in Japan under the direction of the director Kazouky Kushida. She is currently working with the company “Ne a Ne” on the show INCIDENT.

Kimera

Vision
After being the victim of a severe injury in 2016 from which she fully recovered,
Cecilia began a path towards a deeper understanding of the mechanics of the body
and an intense personal search for performative freedom within the technique of
Cloudswing.

Professors

Cloudswing Course

Cecilia Alice Manfrini

The power of Cloudswing, like all the swinging circus techniques, lies in
high precision of each movement and is strictly connected to a very
regular rhythm dictated by the swing of the rope.
The course will adapt to the students’ level.
First things ﬁrst: the basics must be clean and strong !
Although it seems like the technique itself leaves little space for personal
interpretation and freedom, with the more advanced students I am interested in going deeper in search of the interpretative limit of technique. To
break its standards and find a way to search for more interpretative
freedom without loosing technical precision, promoting the search for
variability and capacity of adaptation.

#6

FLOOR ACRO

Project

Trajectory
Tom Collin finished the Circus School of Lido in 2017 and began to work
on "old school circus acrobatics" with Mamhoud Louertani at the Circus
School of Lomme.

Tom Collin

Have worked with multiple circus companies (Cie Lapsus, Cirque Pardi,
Cie Débile Emmental) and dance companies (Cie PetriDish, Cie NextZone).

Vision

Find a way to marr y dance and acrobatics.

Professors

Floor Acro Course

Tom Collin

Feel where the movement comes from.
Body consciousness. Where do acrobatics and dance meet? Both through
improvisation and writing, the objective is to go on a journey where each
person can recognize and take advantage of their individual qualities and
develop their own physical language.

#7

PARINAMA YOGA

School

Trajectory
Silvia Gregori has 12 years experience as a Yoga Teacher in the
Parinama method.

Parinama Yoga

In 2011 she met the zen master Thich Nath Hanh and from this experience
she deepened her skills in vipassana meditation and zen practices.
She became an Expert Teacher in 2016 and is now part of the official
teaching staff of Parimana Yoga Teacher School.

Vision
When the mind is deeply focused in the practice, increases its concentration
and develops a deep knowledge of the entire body, including the emotional
and psychic planes.

Professors

Yoga Course

Silvia Gregori

The goal of the Parinama hathayoga practice is to lead the body
in overcoming
its own limits while respecting each person’s own physiology.
We will work through asana study with the help of wall ropes,
different props, and often with the help of a partner.

#8

RIGGING

Company

Trajectory
German’s experience

Ne a Ne

University Training in Industrial Design and Professional Training by
AERISC, (Training Programs for Circus Safety) I and II Level.
German’s rigging experience began with the assembly of circus tents,
suspension of aerial acrobats and the construction of aerial structures.

Vision

An aerial Circus artist’s responsibility is not only to perfectly execute his or
her technique or to go deep in their artistic research… an aerial circus artist
must also be a technician and a rigger. They must grow to be more aware
and self-responsible. In this era we are able to collect technical information
with increasing precision and clarity. We must continue to investigate and
analyze this information correctly, in order to raise the level of awareness in
those who like to play dangerous games.

Professors

Rigging Course

German Caro Larsen

The objective of this course is to propose a knowledge base for rigging,
and specifically rigging for aerial and flight techniques.
It will address the following points: assembly of bars and structures,
slicing systems, longe systems, revision of new materials and solutions,
basic knowledge for construction in uncommon rigging situations.

C O N TA C T U S
Inscriptions are open until the 20th of February.
¡Places are limited, do not hesitate!
¡Reserve your place!

Write an mail to : projectkimera@gmail.com

